RENEWABLE ENERGY WORKGROUP
21st Century Energy Plan
MEETING NOTES June 7, 2006
1:30–3:30p at MPSC Offices, Hearing Room A

BY TELECONFERENCE:
NUMBER TO DIAL = 866-628-8006
PARTICIPANT CODE = 998-4261#

Handouts: (1) Policy Review on RPS & RECs (doc)
(2) Preliminary Summary of Other State RPSs (doc)
(3) MPSC Staff Strawman Proposal for RPS & RECs (ppt)
(4) Brief summary of plans for Biomass Resource Assessment Update (ppt)
(5) MISO Queue for Michigan Renewable Resources (xls)

1:30 -- Intro and Outline of Meeting: Tom Stanton (10 minutes)
1:40 -- CNF Updates Projects: Tom Stanton (10 minutes)
2:00 -- RPS Strawman Proposal: Julie Baldwin (40 minutes)
2:40 -- Other Legislative & Regulatory Proposals: Don Johns (30 minutes)
3:10 -- Set schedule for next meetings
3:30 -- Adjourn